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Sonusφelt
Polyester Fiber Acoustic Panels

ALPHA ACOUSTIKI



 DZMK.10.AK.GREY.1100.150 - AK1100 ACOUSTIC NONWOVEN FELT

150cmX240cm

Product Name: 
Product Composition: 
Colour: 
Weight: 
Thickness: 
NRC:
Fire Retardancy:

AKSA PET POLYESTER PANEL
%100 Polyester
Grey
3200 gr/m2 ( ± % 10 )
12 mm ( ± 0,5 mm)
0,45
MVSS 301

www.acousticsoundinsulation.com
0216 592 93 16 
info@aksaacous c.com

ISTANBUL ASIAN SIDE HEADQUARTER  (AKSA ACOUSTIC) 
Şerifali Mahallesi, Alptekin Cad.

No:12/1, 34775 Ümraniye / İSTANBUL

Technical Specifications
Product Type:        PET fiber acoustic panels
Material:                 100% polyester fiber 65% recycled
Size:                         2440x1220 mm (other dimension on request)
Thickness:               12 mm and 24 mm 
Density:                  190 kg/m3  for 12 mm, 125 kg/m3  for 24 mm
Color:                      Dark grey and white as standard
Surface Type:         Smooth 
Technics:                 Does not contain any Red List building materials
Feature:                  Safe, non-toxic, non-irritant and non-allergic
NRC:                        0.25-0.90 depends on the thickness and 
                                distance from the wall
Fire Retardancy:    MVSS 301

SonusFelt is a lightweight and semi-rigid polyester fiber acoustic panel that has sound      
absorbing properties. More than just a traditional interior acoustic panel; SonusFelt can 
be  used as a base material for creative solutions where design and aesthetics matter.
Its composition is made of 100% polyester fiber, containing a minimum of 65% post-           
consume recycled material (PET bottle-flake). PET Felt is both recycled and recyclable. 
SonusFelt acoustic panels are totally safe, non-toxic, non-allergenic and non-irritant. It 
is long lasting, UV stabilized and sound-dampening. PET felt demonstrates outstanding 
acoustic performance. 
It is a perfect material to apply on walls or ceilings in order to increase the sound                        
absorbing surfaces and reduce annoying noise reflections and resonant acoustic field, 
improving acoustic comfort, offering a better acoustic environment.

www.alphacoustic.com
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With SonusFelt acoustic felt slabs we can produce a wide variety of standard products in 
various shapes, designs and  sizes. The slabs can be covered on both sides with a special 
sound transparent fabric, offering a wide range of color options. Having the flexibility in 
the production and the processing technology of these slabs, we can implement the 
most incredible ideas you can imagine.

Contact us (tech@alphacoustic.com) to realize together your ideas.

www.alphacoustic.com

SonusFelt-Fly

SonusFelt-Mesh

SonusFelt-Diviso
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We create workplaces where people choose to work, tailored to the specific
 requirements of each job, with particular attention to the acoustic

necessities of the employee.

DESIGNING FOR WELL-BEINGDESIGNING FOR WELL-BEING

Please be informed about
our creations of real wool felt acoustic panels:

ALPHAcoustic-Woollen Felt

Our technical department (tech@alphacoustic.com), would be happy to help you 
improve the Architectural Acoustics in your project.

ALPHA ACOUSTIKI Ltd
 Τ:  +30 210 6779875    info@alphacoustic.com
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